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Simon Ellis

An established brand in a sea
of challengers
A challenger brand is “prepared to do something bold,
usually against the existing conventions or codes of
the category, to break through.” But what if there are
multiple challenger brands in the category all trying to
break the rules? Here we see Knightley’s Adventures,
Childs Farm and Fred & Flo all bringing a new design
language and disruptive positioning. This seems to
work in Johnson’s favour, as the established brand
with a strong iconic bo le maintains standout in a
sea of disruption.
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Charlo e Vallance

Overhead food photography
on pack
With the half and half background, this photography
really caught my eye to stop and see what the dishes
were.
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Charlo e Vallance

Tabasco
A great messy display! (Aldi)
The stand out of TABASCO on side of pack is so striking,
you then see the bo le itself on another side, bold
icons on the other and even a nice li le graphic on the
boring info side.
Clear di erentiation with box colour between SKUs as
well.
If these were all on shelf in an orderly manner… would
they work as well?
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Kristina Drozdova

Oil in a carton brought to you by
Gino D’Acampo
Oil in a carton? Interesting…
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Confectionery
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Kristina Drozdova

Tony’s Chocolonely
Such a traditional style chocolate bar that you’d nd in
a sweet shop, so to see it on the top shelf in Tesco feels
quite weird, but I’m here for it!
I also saw on LinkedIn that they can personalise the
wrappers for gifting, whether it is for employees or
family members. Such a cool concept and a good way
to personalise the chocolate and allow consumers to
taste the product.
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Kristina Drozdova

Bahlsen + Baileys =
Mouthwatering goodness
I really love the original Bahlsen packaging, but this one
is probably one of my favourites! They’ve incorporated
the Baileys colour pale e to incorporate the two brands
coming together to create this amazing product!
Everything works so well on this packaging.
Pop down to your local Tesco and head to the seasonal
Christmas aisle to grab your own - it’s only £1.49.
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Sian Brumby

Too good not to share…
In more ways than one as well.
McVitie s unveiled the hybrid Ja a Cake doughnuts
back in May this year.
Great way of using shopper media to showcase the
goods and generally raise brand awareness, just a
shame about the implementation. Although strangely
feel you notice it more…?
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Simon Ellis

Flexing distinctive assets
A powerful distinctive asset allows exibility in
application but consistency across a range. The use of
the Galaxy G is iconic and recognisable on its own and
I’m sure will be utilised further in the future.
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Laura Branton

Feeling virtuous
Clean eating, clean skincare and now clean energy.
Strong architecture, so imagine this would be really
easy to roll out. Could it be missing that distinctive
asset to make this pack feel ownable and stand out
against competitors?
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Laura Branton

Moody Mude
Following the trend that adult soft drinks can’t just be
tasty/refreshing – they HAVE to o er some form of
mood boosting bene t.
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Charlo e Vallance

Frugo
Loving how wild these are – pa ern, colour,
photography, claims, everything has been thrown
at this and it looks FUN!
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Emma Wilson

N-ice-ly done…
A perfect li le package – unique, 100% recyclable bo le
can that promises a much tastier and cooler drink
delivery than the previous Tetra Park cartons.
Simple, striking design with a limited colour pale e that
makes perfect sense and hints at a beautifully creamy
co ee.
Fun and engaging back of pack copy ensures the brand
personality shines through.
Sometimes less is most de nitely more.
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Charlo e Vallance

Free bauble – Coca-Cola
For the real Coca-Cola die-hard fan… a Christmas
Bauble!
Nice li le stocking ller maybe?
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Kate Bermingham

Perfectly Clear
Perfectly clear. The product proposition is great –
appealing avours and no sugar. But I feel that there is
a bit too much going on in the background of the label.
Results in just seeing a sea of pa ern and colours at
the xture rather than the bene t!
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Emma Wilson

Boldly bare
This can caught the eye due to the front face being
con dently empty. Great stand out amidst a sea of
bo les, successfully reinforcing its eco-friendly
credentials.
The resealable element means Can O Water can
credibly o er something that’s as convenient as a
bo le whilst looking arguably more stylish with a
beautifully tactile feel.
The jury’s out on whether I would let it roll around in my
handbag once I’ve opened it, but maybe I shouldn’t
bo le it, after all maybe she who dares with a Can O
Water, wins…?!
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Charlo e Vallance

OSHEE
Love the unse led photos on these. Feel very real life –
and a bit billboardy?
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Charlo e Vallance

Free bow!
Really dialling up the gifting experience here.
Loving how OTT it is – you really can’t miss this in store.
No need for a bag – pop a bow on it and it’s ready!
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Anna Tappenden

Drinkin’ the sun
Loving the look of Mikkeller’s Drinkin’ The Sun ale –
the simple but fun design really caught my eye on shelf.
It’s said to be a bright and hop bursting wheat ale,
which goes hand in hand with its look and feel. I
wouldn’t usually choose alcohol free ale, but I’m
tempted to try this because it’s just bursting with
sunshiny vibes.
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Kristina Drozdova

We all love Leeds
What’s a way to get uni students to spend more money?
Put ‘We all love Leeds’ all over the cans to keep as a
souvenir, as you do!
P.s. This was before I saw the other cans on the other
side.
Turns out these are a collaboration between Kirkstall
Brewery and Burley Banksy, an artist who is well-known
for brightening residential streets.
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Richard Taylor
Managing Partner

Leigh Armstrong
Managing Director

Simon Ellis
Client Services Director

Emma Wilson
Account Director

Charlo e Vallance
Senior Account Manager

Richard has been helping
SME and global businesses
to succeed across the
world for over 20 years.

Leigh has over 20 years
international brand
management experience
leading client business
such as Beam Suntory,
Molson Coors, P&G and
Brooks Running. Having
spent over ten years
overseas in the US and
Canada at Leo Burne and
TBWA, Leigh brings a truly
global approach to business
strategy and management.

Simon is a highly
experienced Client
Services Director, skilled
in all areas of marketing
comms planning,
implementation and
measurement.

Emma has over a decade of
experience working in
design consultancies,
previously holding
marketing roles at Nestlé,
Arla Foods and Heinz. She’s
passionate about
delivering exceptional
strategy and creativity, on
time and on budget, and
delivering commercial
results for client partners.

Ahead of moving up North
from London to join our
client services team, she’s
done everything from
creating mock-ups, to
being on press.

He leads the key client
partnerships within the
business, looking to help
make a creative and
commercial di erence to
every brand and business
he partners with.
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Client Services Team

He has been responsible
for growing and delivering
success for key accounts.

She is a stickler for detail
and likes to have a clear
plan and brief, to help keep
brands on track to win their
ght for relevance.

Client Services Team

Laura Branton
Senior Account Manager

Sian Brumby
Senior Account Manager

Beth Johnson
Account Manager

Kristina Drozdova
Account Executive

Laura has been helping
brands stay relevant for
over a decade, working
with a global brands in
agencies from London to
Sea le. As a selfconfessed list-aholic,
Laura is driven by her love
of distinctive design,
memorable brand
experiences and
meticulous timing plans.

Sian has worked with brands
across the FMCG, property,
retail and travel sector.
Recently joining the team,
she brings a wealth of
experience from working
across a range of categories
on challenger and global
brands. She’s passionate
about ge ing to know her
clients and their needs to
ultimately drive awareness
of their brand.

Beth has proven
experience of managing
a wide range of branding,
strategy, and design
projects. She con dently
leads projects and
collaborates with clients
to get the best out of a
brief, ensuring a high
calibre of work is delivered
against timely
expectations.

Kristina joined Brandon a
few months after
completing her degree in
TESOL and Linguistics.
Since joining, she has
immersed herself into all
things client services,
brands and project
management – all while
supporting the team and
keeping them all in check.
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Client Services
cs@brandon-consultants.com
Studio +44 0 161 850 0408
Richard Taylor +44 0 755 738 6801
Emma Wilson +44 0 778 000 2873
Simon Ellis +44 0 790 415 5617

Brandon Consultants
Level Four, Garden Place,
Victoria Street,
Altrincham, WA14 1ET
brandon-consultants.com

